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Ampleforth youth hostel was housed in a single stone
farm outbuilding, incorporating a garage or stable and a
hayloft with outside stone steps. It lay at right angles to
the Oswaldkirk road, at the east end of the village, in a small cluster of buildings
dominated by Victoria House, the warden’s house on the other (west) side of
the yard, from which meals may have been served. Mr (or Mrs) AE Benson was
the warden and owner, and ran the premises as an adopted hostel on behalf of
the YHA’s York, Scarborough and Hull Region. It lay roughly equidistant from
other 1930s hostels at Asenby, Osmotherley, Rosedale and Thornton Dale.
The hostel opened on 3rd June 1933. At first, accommodation was provided for six men and six women. Later in the
first season this was increased to eight and eight, and by 1939 to 16 and eight.

Ampleforth youth hostel (anonymous photograph from the Trevor Key collection)

The regional financial returns for 1938 make interesting study of how
adopted hostels operated and the kinds of narrow margins available to
both their owners and especially the Association in pre-war conditions.
This was probably the hostel’s busiest year before partial closure during
the war. Of the 809 bednights in that year, 791 were for members
charged the full shilling, while 18 received a special sixpenny fee,
thought to be for school-party children or unemployed, by special
arrangement. £40 was thus received in overnight charges. Of this,
tenpence in every shilling (five-sixths) went to the owner and twopence
(one-sixth) to YHA. This arrangement varied from one hostel to the
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next. The owner thus received £33.6s.8d from the annual overnights, and the YHA £6.13s.4d. Additionally, the
owner received 16s.6d for laundry (three-quarters of the total of £1.2s.0d for sleeping bag hire, YHA picking up the
remaining 5s.6d, presumably to defray purchase costs). Repairs, renewals and sundries took a further £3.6s.6d from
the Association’s profits, leaving a small return on the year of £3.12.4d. The warden’s relatively high percentage
reflected the arrangement here and at a number of other hostels in the region: YHA did not have to pay rent, rates,
heat or light.
The hostel soldiered on through the summer of 1940, though few were free to use it, but was requisitioned by the
Sub-Area Quartering Commandant, Northallerton, on 26th October 1940. It was advertised as possibly available
again from Easter 1941. After a short stint in the summer of 1941 it was closed again, as the warden was unwilling to
carry on under the prevailing conditions. Thereafter it remained closed for the duration of the war.
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1: Ampleforth youth hostel as depicted on a Walter Scott postcard. The men’s dormitory was in the hayloft above the
two stable doors, and reached by the stone steps with wooden handrail, partially hidden from view here.
Victoria House is just visible on the right of the picture (author’s collection);
2: a 1954 picture of the simple hostel. The figure is standing in the doorway leading to the common room
and kitchen (image donated by M Wells to the YHA Archive)

Ampleforth hostel reopened after the war at Easter 1946. Various improvements were brought to the simple hostel
from time to time, as described by ‘HS’ (probably Harold Shaw) in the article ‘Ampleforth, Hostel Close up No. 3’
in the May / June 1950 issue of YHA Rucksack Magazine:
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Founded in 1933, this was the first hostel of the then Yorkshire (Central) Group. Consisting of farm
outbuildings it still retains its simple character, although such refinements as electric light, calor-gas cooking,
under-drawing the slated roof and constructing an inside staircase have since been added. We had no funds, and
the noble sum of £11 was granted by National Executive to help the project. Volunteers removed the years’
accumulation of dust and rubbish; one job was to remove an old pigeon loft from what is now the men’s
dormitory, and the writer can still remember dreams filled with grit and dirt pouring down on his face.
Ampleforth stands at the foot of the southern escarpment of the North York Moors, looking across the
Coxwold, Gilling Gap to the western end of the Howardian Hills. Not far away are the ruins of Byland Abbey,
and an excellent walk over the moors by the ancient earthwork, Studfold Ring, brings one to the more imposing
remains of Rievaulx Abbey. The circle may be completed by way of the old market town of Helmsley, still
guarded by the ruins of its castle.
Although several model hostels have been established in the Region, Ampleforth enjoys an increasing popularity.

In 1950 the hostel was at its busiest; 1,435 overnights were recorded in that year, though at the end of that decade it
was catering for barely half that number; there were still beds for only 24, no meals were provided and members were
advised to take their own knife, fork and spoon. The little hostel closed on 31st October 1959. Dating back to prewar days, it was one of Yorkshire’s longest-lasting adopted hostels.
In recent years these premises have been extensively unified and modernised for private residential use. The outside
steps have been removed.

Helmsley Youth Hostel

1964 to present

Carlton Lane, Helmsley, York, North Yorkshire YO62 5HB
Historic County:
Yorkshire (North Riding)

YHA Regions: Yorkshire, North

GR: SE 615840

Apart from the example at Ampleforth, there were at least two early attempts to establish a youth hostel in or near
Helmsley. In 1937 the local York, Scarborough and Hull Region was considering a hostel to the north of the town.
It was variously described as near Hawnby, or Bilsdale, and the hope was to open on 1st May of the year.
Negotiations fell through, however. Similarly, the Autumn 1941 edition of YHA Rucksack Magazine advised that
plans for a hostel at Helmsley had broken down. It is not known whether the intention was to open in the little
market town or in the countryside nearby.
The enforced closure of the small hostels at Ampleforth and Nether Silton at the end of the 1950s would have
concentrated local YHA minds on how to develop this region. Shortly afterwards, and in the spirit of the age, North
Riding County Council became notably active in providing at Helmsley a new youth hostel for the North York
Moors National Park, under the provisions of the National Parks Act, completed in 1964. The plan was followed up
by a similar scheme for Hawes youth hostel in the Yorkshire Dales National Park in 1972.
Helmsley hostel opened to members on 4th July 1964. Shortly afterwards, Youth Hosteller Magazine proudly looked
back on the occasion:
Helmsley opens its doors
Not very often does the YHA open a hostel specially built for the purpose. Not very often is a new hostel first
opened to members on the day it has its official opening. Not very often is an official opening graced by the
presence of most of the National Executive Committee.
Helmsley Hostel deserves to be so honoured. It is a charming hostel in a charming setting, and it demonstrates
that simplicity need not mean inconvenience either for members or warden. It is the result of happy co-operation
between the YHA and the North York Moors National Park Planning Committee. In July 1960, the YHA
informed the Park Planning Committee that there was no hostel accommodation in the western part of the
Park. They asked if the Committee would build a hostel at Helmsley under the provisions of the National Parks
Act, and sell or let it to the YHA. Such projects can qualify for 75 per cent grant from the Ministry of Housing
and Local Government.
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The Park Planning Committee expressed their interest, a site was found in Helmsley and acquired by the County
Council, and the project was approved for grant by the Ministry. Details were worked out for a 40-bed hostel
built in local stone. The County Council agreed to construct the building at an estimated cost of £15,200, on the
understanding that it would be conveyed to the YHA for £4,000 on condition that, should it ever cease to be
used as a hostel, it would be offered back to the Council at the same price or the open market value if less.
At the opening ceremony on 4th July, County Alderman Colonel RJL Jackson, OBE, JP, Chairman of the North
York Moors National Park Planning Committee, presided. Colonel Jackson introduced Lord Strang GCB,
GCMG, MBE, Chairman of the National Parks Commission, who formally declared the hostel open. In his
remarks, Lord Strang paid tribute to the work of the YHA in amenity matters.
The deeds were formally handed over by Colonel Jackson to our President, Mr John Cadbury, who moved a vote
of thanks to the North York Moors National Park Planning Committee. This was seconded by Mr Peter
Rowntree, Chairman of York, Scarborough and Hull Region, who mentioned many other people who had
helped in various ways to make the hostel a reality.
A large number including local people, representatives of local and county councils and hostellers then inspected
the hostel and enjoyed the refreshments.

The programme for the Official Opening, held on the same day, gave this account:
The National Park Committee felt that they would like to help the Association and, after consultation together,
a site at the junction of Carlton Road and Carlton Lane, Helmsley, was chosen and acquired by the County
Council. The Minister of Housing and Local Government approved the expenditure as grant earning.
The Minister has approved this expenditure as grant earning at rate of 75%. The Association have furnished the
hostel and are responsible for all the day-to-day running expenses. The building is the first purpose-built youth
hostel in any National Park that has been provided, in the manner described above, since the coming into force
of the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act, 1949.
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Two illustrations of the brand-new youth hostel on opening day, 4th July 1964. 1: cyclists have arrived, and will be pleased to
find the spacious bike store to the right of the building. The hostel was approached by a paved path from the gate. This later
became the entrance to the car park; 2: members enjoy the hostel’s social areas (photos courtesy L Brigham, YHA Archive)
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The November 1964 Youth Hosteller Magazine published this plan and a detailed account of the hostel itself:

Built as a hostel
The external design was solely the responsibility of the Architect to the County Council, Mr R Allport
Williams,, who used local sandstone for the walls, capped with a pitched roof of brown pantiles. A small amount
of painted timber in the external walls produces attractive variation. The design has the appearance of modernity
without the slightest offence to the ancient village in which the hostel stands. It is completed by a simple setting
of lawns and fruit trees behind the original hedges which surround the site.
The interior was planned to meet the requirements of the Association. These are not easy to fulfil, and Mr
Allport Williams is to be congratulated on a plan which combines ease of working for both warden and members
with a most pleasing appearance. The internal lay-out of a brand-new hostel is something of a challenge: there
exist none of the limitations of the plan of an existing building bought for conversion. It may with justification
be claimed that Helmsley approaches the ideal in the placing and relationship of the various rooms and facilities.
Members find the cycle shed immediately adjacent to the main entrance. But to save the entrance hall in wet
weather, it is possible to pass from the cycle shed through the drying room before approaching the· warden’s
office to book in. Warden’s kitchen, members’ kitchen and wash-up all have direct access to the dining room,
while a double-cupboard between the wash-up and the warden’s kitchen gives the warden immediate access, just
where it is required in her kitchen, to the plates washed and stored by members.
Cost did not permit a separate common room, but some concession to comfort has been achieved by the
provision of a separate area of the dining room where members can sit in armchairs round a cosy stove. The
dormitories have been kept as small as possible without too much loss of space in passages. They have been laid
out with a view to the maximum flexibility of accommodation to permit the best use of the beds available. For
the same reason, the sanitary accommodation has been arranged in three sections so that it can be matched to the
numbers of either sex using the hostel on a particular night.
The warden’s accommodation is compact and convenient. It is but a step from the kitchen to the office while
from either it is possible not only to keep an eye on the entrance hall and a good deal of the ground floor, but
much of the grounds, including the approach, as well. The living accommodation communicates directly with
the kitchen but has its own external door.
The internal finishes have been kept simple without austerity. Many of the walls are of fair-faced brickwork,
sealed against dirt, but decorated plaster has been used for variety and in the service rooms. The timber ceiling to
the dining room and the hardwood joinery of the windows, both clear sealed, are particularly satisfying features.
Also noteworthy are the units in the members’ kitchen designed especially to simplify working and the tables and
benches in the dining room built to our requirements by Mr Raymond Shaw of Evesham. The roofed and
screened dustbin storage could be copied elsewhere with advantage.
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The hostel bears all the marks of fruitful co-operation between those who know our needs and those able to
translate them into a building in all respects both pleasing and appropriate.

1
2
3
The article concluded with the above half-tone illustrations. 1: the ‘Common Room snuggery’, a small quiet area on the east
side of the central circulating space that has survived 50 years of change; 2: the original wash-up, nowadays an integrated
part of the manager’s kitchen, the wall on the left of the picture having been removed; 3: the common / dining room, viewed
towards the entrance and since enlarged by extending where the window was positioned. Mr Shaw’s original hand-crafted
tables and benches stood the test of time; two sets have been retained since the 2003 renovation (YHA Archive)

Mrs D Speck was appointed warden of the new hostel at Helmsley. YHA purchased 1,185 square yards of extra land
on 14th April 1966, but it was subsequently sold to allow for the building of two private houses.
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1: the neat approach to Helmsley youth hostel in the early days, as depicted on a J Arthur Dixon postcard;
2: the original members’ kitchen. Alterations followed; the far wall was demolished and the drying room beyond became
the new self-catering area. The room illustrated became the all-hostel wash-up and the window onto the rear
lawned area was eventually bricked up when the new extension was built in 2003-04 (YHA Archive)
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The 1964 annual report for the York, Scarborough and Hull Region paid tribute to its Regional Secretary, Mr
Gerald McGuire, who after rather more than 19 years at the Malton office had resigned for a National Office
promotion. It suggested that his most satisfying moment came when the new 40-bed hostel at Helmsley, for which
he had worked so hard and long, was opened. The report also mentioned Mr L Ashley Cooper, a Hull life member,
who undertook the quantity surveying in his professional capacity without charge, and to the late Mr WP Baker
who generously donated £100. The accounts for the year showed that £165. 14s. 6d. stood to the credit of the special
account for Helmsley hostel.
Pat Packham stayed at Helmsley hostel during a cycling tour soon afterwards, in August 1965, and observed:
The warden served tea and biscuits at 9.30pm, most welcome!

Fire alarm and detection work was paramount in the development of hostel safety in the 1970s; Helmsley hostel was
included in the programme of essential work in 1978.
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1: because of its location and lush vegetation Helmsley hostel is difficult to photograph in a wide view.
This aerial photograph of May 1979 shows the layout to advantage, however. The outlook is southwards. The plot of land
south of the hostel (marked by the position of the tin-roofed shed) was later sold on, leaving still a reasonably-sized plot with
plenty of lawn and play space. The staff house is front left. The conservatory dining room extension of recent years was
built behind the low entrance buildings that by 1979 had added the verandah shown. The car park of 2003-04 was
positioned on the front lawn, but not before trees could be saved and transplanted elsewhere on the site (YHA Archive);
2: a 1970s illustration of the east side of the hostel by Lincolnshire member George Miller (author’s collection)
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1-3: these attractive YHA Archive Rent-a-Hostel photographs date from the 1990s, when the original tables and benches were
still in full use. At some stage before these illustrations the catering spaces had been reconfigured; the members’ kitchen
had now moved into the old drying room space, the wash-up into the old members’ kitchen, and the warden’s kitchen
expanded by removing the old wash-up. Image 3 shows the frontage before the building of the car park
and for comparison’s sake (4) there is an entrance illustration by the author from early in 2007

Helmsley hostel was given a major refurbishment during the winter of 2003-04; the original 1964 plans had allowed
relatively small space for public circulation; this was improved considerably with the building of a new glass-roofed
conservatory extension on part of the rear lawn, complete with a cosy solid-fuel stove heated lounge area at the far
end. The opportunity was also taken to increase comfort and reduce the hostel capacity with changes to the
bedrooms. On the first floor, the old room 1 at the front left was given over to staff, while the former room 2 was
subdivided into new rooms 1 and 2, for six and four respectively. Further back, rooms 3, 4 and 5 catered for four, six
and six respectively. At the rear of the ground floor, room 6 maintained six beds, while room 7 was converted to a
disabled en suite room, and enlarged into part of the former ground floor washroom. Improved toilets, washrooms
and showers were also provided. The self-catering kitchen was given its most recent renovation somewhat later, in
the autumn of 2006.
Hostel capacity stayed at or about 40, until the changes made in 2003-04, when the numbers eased to 35. Hostel
catered meals have always been available at Helmsley. Timber-framed beds were replaced by a modern metal variety
in 2010, manufactured by Blindcraft, an Edinburgh firm noted for employment for the visually handicapped.
Hostel wardens and managers after Mrs D Speck have included Dick Thornton, Margaret Thornton, Jim Pewtress,
Karin Doose, Karl Smith, Helen Yardley, Chris Overton and Vicki Hill. More recently, Chris Paul took over in
2003, before moving on to Osmotherley hostel. Neil Edwards has been the manager since 2009. Between 2017 and
2019 Helmsley hostel has broken all annual overnight records.

Hostel one-inch badge from the 1960s and 25-year stamp of 1989
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Helmsley youth hostel, October 2015. 1: car park; 2: east side; 3: grounds; 4: recent conservatory (author’s images)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1933-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-present: Mar to following Feb
¶: Ampleforth Hostel; ∆: Helmsley Hostel
W: Wartime closure; <: the 49 bednights were in October 1959; *: 17 month period
•: major building work over the winter of 2003-04; +: notional figure included for exclusive hire
…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

…

…

144¶

open¶

526¶

665¶

744¶

807¶

663¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

540¶

185¶

W

W

W

W

954¶

1126¶

1346¶

1310¶

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1435¶

1148¶

1146¶

998¶

893¶

805¶

809¶

851¶

802¶

1042¶

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

49¶<

…

…

…

1106∆

3125∆

2841∆

2764∆

2770∆

3644∆

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

3879∆

4123∆

3758∆

4639∆

4691∆

5363∆

5214∆

5345∆

4465∆

4666∆

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

4854∆

4388∆

3562∆

3537∆

3528∆

open∆

open∆

2366∆

3620∆

4448∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

4948∆

4677∆

5404*∆

4339∆

4900∆

5160∆

5535∆

5345∆

5507∆

4752∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

4759∆

4323∆

5151∆

3973∆•

4649∆•

5073∆

5736∆

4449∆

3321∆

3422∆

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

3810∆

4784∆+

4688∆+

5236∆+

4812∆+

5288+∆

5396+∆

6121+∆

6201+∆

7910+∆

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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